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Introduction

The process whereby gold di-cyanide is
adsorbed by activated carbon can be viewed as
a number of sub-processes taking place in
series and/or in parallel. The obvious sub-
processes are:

➤ film mass transfer of cations and the
gold di-cyanide anion across the
stagnant solution film surrounding the
carbon particle

➤ mass transfer of cations and gold di-
cyanide anions in the solution-filled
pores into the interior of the carbon
particle

➤ sorption of gold di-cyanide, and
➤ mass transfer of the adsorbed gold di-

cyanide along the pore walls into the
interior of the carbon particle. 

The kinetics of adsorption of gold di-
cyanide by activated carbon granules has been
investigated extensively over the last two
decades. From these studies it emerged that the
rate of adsorption of gold di-cyanide from
aqueous solutions by activated carbon is
controlled by mass transfer processes.

Experimental evidence in support of the rate
controlling influence of film mass transfer is
provided by the following observations.

➤ The rate of uptake of gold di-cyanide
increases with increasing stirring rate up
to a certain level, (Fleming and Nicol
(1984), Van Deventer (1985 and 1986a),
Jones and Linge (1989), Zarrouki and
Thomas (1990), Ladeira et al. (1993) and
Woollacott and Afewu (1995)). Van
Deventer (1986a) and Yapu et al. (1994)
found that with batch stirred
experiments, as soon as the carbon
particles were fully fluidized the effect of
further increases in the stirring speed on
the rate of adsorption became negligible.
Woollacott and Afewu (1995) studied the
effect of mixing on the adsorption
kinetics of gold di-cyanide by activated
carbon. They demonstrated that the rate
of increase of the film mass transfer
coefficient with an increase in stirring
speed dropped significantly once the
particles were fully suspended. Once the
particles are fully suspended the effect of
increasing stirring speed on the rate of
gold di-cyanide uptake is negligible and
this effect can be attributed to the
hydrodynamic effects of mixing.
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➤ The film mass transfer coefficients estimated by
various investigators in studies in which they modelled
the adsorption process by film and intra-particle
diffusion are summarized in Table I. The film mass
transfer coefficients were also estimated from the initial
rate data reported in a number of studies by other
investigators (Table II). These values range between
10-5 and 10-4 m/s and fall into the range which is
typical of processes under film mass transfer rate
control. Van der Merwe and Van Deventer (1988) (who
also investigated the effects of dissolved oxygen)
found similar initial rates of gold uptake in both
oxygen depleted and saturated solutions in their stirred
reactors. The exceptions are the data reported by
Adams (1990). He stirred solutions using only the
bubbling action of oxygen or nitrogen. It is likely that
this method of stirring was not reproducible, causing
the widely varying film mass transfer coefficients. 

Support for adsorption rate control by intra-particle mass
transfer, in addition to film mass transfer, is provided by the
following observations. 

➤ Interrupted batch adsorption experimental results
reported by Fleming and Nicol (1984) and Jordi et al.
(1991) demonstrated the importance of both film and
intraparticle mass transfer. The rate of gold uptake
increased when carbon was re-introduced to the gold-
containing solution after removing it for a timed
period. It was assumed that during this period the non-
uniform gold distribution inside the carbon could
become more uniform, increasing the driving force for
film mass transfer at the external surface of the carbon
particle.

➤ Vegter (1992) measured gold distributions inside
carbon particles which were indicative of an intra-
particle mass transfer mechanism. The gold initially
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+ρ = 750 kg·m-3 and/or dp = 1.5 mm (assumed in the instances where these values were not stated)
* Corrected value, ρ = 1000 kg·m-3 (assumed)

+ kf = film mass transfer coefficient, Ds = surface diffusivity, αα = fraction macropores and k = macropore to micropore transfer rate constant 
* corrected film mass transfer coefficient

Table I

Reported rate constants for adsorption of gold di-cyanide onto activated carbon

Reported kinetic parameters+

Conditions Reference
kf Ds αα k

m·s-1 m2·s-1 s-1

5.9x10-5 4.6x10-12 0.44 2.2x10-6 solution, 18°C Van Deventer (1985)
(0.13 to 17.4)x10-5 4.3x10-12 0.43 1.8x10-6 solution, 20°C Van Deventer (1986a)

7.6x10-5 1.2x10-12 0.59 3.9x10-6 slurry, 20°C Van Deventer (1986b)
5.2x10-5 4.7x10-12 0.35 1.2x10-5 solution, 22°C Van Deventer and Jansen van Rensburg (1987)
1.0x10-5 2.9x10-13 0.40 3.5x10-6 solution, 22°C Van der Merwe (1991, p. 187)
1.1x10-5 7.1x10-13 - - solution, 18°C Van Deventer (1985)

*6.1x10-5 3.3x10-13 - - solution, 25°C Le Roux et al. (1991)
9.3x10-5 8.5x10-13 - - solution, 25°C Jordi et al. (1991)
3.7x10-5 4.5x10-12 - - solution, ambient Petersen and Van Deventer (1991b)
3.8x10-5 4.2x10-12 - - solution, ambient Petersen and Van Deventer (1991a)
3.6x10-5 3.8x10-12 - - solution, ambient Petersen and Van Deventer (1992)
1.0x10-4 8.5x10-13 - - solution, 25°C Ahmed et al. (1992)
3.8x10-5 4.6x10-12 - - solution, ambient Petersen et al. (1993), Petersen and Kruger (1993)
2.9x10-5 (4.3 to 17) x 10-12 - - solution, 30°C Vegter (1992)

- 2.0x10-12 - - solution, 20°C Otu et al. (1993)
(1 to 10)x10-5 - - - slurry, ambient Woollacott and Afewu (1995)

(2.2 to 4.7)x10-5 - - - solution, ambient Teirlinck and Petersen (1995)

Table II

Film mass transfer coefficients estimated+ and reported for the absorption of gold di-cyanide onto activated
carbon

kf Reference and experimental conditions
(m/s)

(4.7 to 7.7)x10-5 Cho et al. (1979). Solution recirculated through packed bed.
(0.44 to 1.6)x10-5 McDougall et al. (1980). Distilled water, 0.2 M KCI, 0.2 M Na Cl and 0.067 M CaCl2 solutions circulated through packed bed.

(5.1 to 11)x10-5 Fleming and Nicol (1984). Solution with pH = 1.5-11, I = 0.005-1 M and CCN
_ = 0-1.3 g/L circulated through packed bed.

(2.6 and 4.6)x10-5 Jansen van Rensburg and Van Deventer (1985). Solution contacted in packed bed and stirred reactors.
3.8x10-5 La Brooy et al. (1986). Solution contacted in rolled bottle reactor.

(0.32 to 1.9)x10-5 Carrier et al. (1987). Slurry, batch and continuous plant data.
6.7x10-5 Fuerstenau et al. (1987). Solution contacted in stirred reactor.

(3.4 to 7.9)x10-5 Johns (1987). Solution contacted in rolled bottle and packed bed reactors.
1.3x10-5 Van der Merwe and Van Deventer (1988). Solution in stirred reactor at dissolved oxygen concentrations between 0 and 9 mg/L.

(5.1 to 7.8)x10-5 Jones and Linge (1989). Slurry contacted in stirred reactor at 1000 and 2000 rpm.
(0.087 to 1.5)x10-5 Adams (1990). N2 or O2 bubbled through distilled water, 0.1 M KCI, 0.1 M KOH and 0.1 M HCI solutions.

1.0x10-5 Zarrouki and Thomas (1990). Solution contacted in stirred reactor at 400 rpm.
4.7x10-5 Ladeira et al. (1993). Solution contacted in stirred reactor at 900 rpm.
3.8x10-5 Yapu et al. (1994). Solution contacted in stirred reactor.
7.5x10-5 *Coetzee and Petersen (1995). Solution and carbon black contacted in stirred reactor.



entered the carbon to provide high concentrations just
inside the external surface. In time the concentrations
evened out until a uniform distribution through the
particle was obtained. Qualitative X-ray micrographs of
activated carbon removed from the adsorption process
by La Brooy et al. (1986) and Jones et al. (1988)
indicated that most of the gold was concentrated close
to the outer surface of the carbon particles.

➤ The rate of adsorption of gold di-cyanide by carbon
was found to be inversely proportional to the carbon
particle diameter by Dixon et al. (1978), Fleming and
Nicol (1984), Van Deventer (1985 and 1986a), La
Brooy et al. (1986), Zarrouki and Thomas (1990) and
Yapu et al. (1994) and inversely proportional to the
square of the carbon particle diameter by Fuerstenau et
al. (1987). This is roughly consistent with the film
mass transfer and intra-particle mass transfer rate
controlling mechanisms. 

Two modelling approaches which account simultaneously
for the contributions of film and intra-particle mass transfer
have been developed and applied to describe the kinetics of
gold di-cyanide adsorption by activated carbon. The simplest
model, based on the rate of film mass transfer and surface
diffusion into the activated carbon granule with the
equilibrium described by the Freundlich isotherm, was
applied successfully to describe the adsorption of gold and
silver di-cyanide in a number of studies in which different
types of activated carbon were used (Le Roux et al., 1991;
Petersen and Van Deventer, 1991a, b, 1992; Young et al.,
1991; Jordi et al., 1991; Ahmed et al., 1992; Otu et al., 1993
and; Vegter and Sandenbergh, 1996). With this type of model
the rapid initial uptake of gold is followed by a slower
approach towards equilibrium in batch adsorption
experiments. However, McDougall et al. (1980), Van
Deventer (1985 and 1986b) and Van der Merwe and Van
Deventer (1988) reported that extended time periods of up to
3 months were required to approach adsorption equilibrium.
The last two investigators used an extended kinetic model
based on film and dual intra-particle diffusion processes to
describe this behaviour. In their extended kinetic model the
activated carbon is partitioned into macro- and microporous
zones; relatively fast intra-particle mass transport is provided
by surface diffusion in the macroporous zones, while slower
transfer takes place from the macropores into the micropores.
Van Deventer (1985) did not observe this extended uptake
behaviour with all the activated carbon used in his investi-
gation; the adsorption by extruded peat-based carbon could
be modelled by film mass transfer with surface diffusion,
while the coconut-activated carbons required the dual intra-
particle model. Two types of kinetic adsorption behaviour
were thus observed in batch studies,

➤ rapid initial uptake followed by slower uptake towards
equilibrium, and

➤ rapid initial uptake followed by extended slow uptake
towards equilibrium. 

There is no obvious explanation for this difference in
behaviour other than to speculate that the activated carbon
varies in its adsorption characteristics. Further experimental
work is required to characterize this difference in kinetic
behaviour.

Intuitively, the partitioning of the activated carbon into
macro- and microporous zones appears logical, but would be
difficult to validate with experimental evidence. As an
alternative approach the possibility that the population of
activated carbon particles possess a wide distribution in
surface diffusivity should be considered. An implicit
assumption made in all the sorption studies surveyed is that
all members in a population of activated carbon particles
have uniform kinetic and equilibrium adsorption character-
istics. Some recognition was given to the variation in
properties of the carbon particles in terms of their particle
size and the extent of adsorption by Stange and King (1987),
Stange et al. (1990) and Knottenbelt and Crundwell (1994).
They accounted for a distribution in sizes of the carbon
particle and gold concentrations on the carbon due to back-
mixing of carbon in a CIP cascade of continuously stirred
tank reactors with either intermittent or continuous carbon
transfer. These differing gold concentrations on the carbon
particle (experimentally measured and confirmed by
Woollacott and Erasmus (1992)) were accounted for by
suitable population balance equations. Without direct proof
that the population of activated carbon particles do indeed
have uniform equilibrium and kinetic properties it is possible
that the distribution of these properties in a population of
carbon particles may very well be responsible for some of the
observed effects accounted for by the extended kinetic
models.

The aims of this study were: 
➤ to obtain additional first-hand proof of intra-particle

mass transfer rate-control and 
➤ to determine how individual carbon particles in a

population vary in gold uptake behaviour. This was
done by measuring the gold concentration profiles
which develop inside the activated carbon particles
during the adsorption process. 

Kinetic model

A population of activated carbon particles may possess
differing gold concentrations due to a number of causes,
namely; variation in particle size; variation in particle
geometry; variation in adsorption kinetic and equilibrium
parameters and differing residence times in the reactor. In the
present study the situation is considered where the rate of
the adsorption process is controlled by film mass transfer and
surface diffusion, but the population of activated carbon
particles vary in surface diffusivity. It was assumed that the
population of activated carbon particles shared the same size,
geometry, film mass transfer rate constant and adsorption
equilibrium parameters but had a lognormal distribution of
surface diffusivities.

The sorption reaction was assumed to be so fast that local
equilibrium between the adsorbed and dissolved species
existed. Sorption equilibrium in this study was described by
single component Freundlich isotherms:

[1]

with qeq and Ceq the equilibrium gold concentrations on the
carbon and in the solution, BF and b the Freundlich pre-
exponent and exponent respectively. The carbon particle was
assumed to have either a spherical or cylindrical shape with

q B Ceq F eq
b=  
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an outer radius rs. In the instance of a cylindrically shaped
particle it was assumed that the end effects could be
neglected. The rate of mass transfer of gold across the
stagnant film surrounding the carbon particle (Jf), with a
surface diffusivity in the interval between Ds and (Ds + dDs),
is given by:

[2]

with Cb the bulk solution concentration of gold and kf the film
mass transfer rate constant. The dynamics of mass transfer
inside this activated carbon particle is given by:

[3]

with ρp the density of the carbon. The mass balance of the
gold adsorbed by this activated carbon particle is given by:

[4]

with i equal to 1 or 2 for cylindrical or spherical shaped
particles respectively. The boundary and initial conditions are
based on the following assumptions:

➤ The diffusion and sorption processes take place
symmetrically inside the carbon particle:

[5]

➤ The fluxes of species due to surface diffusion equal the
flux due to film mass transfer at the outer surface:

[6]

➤ Uniform concentrations with no gold adsorbed by the
carbon existed at the start of an experiment: 

[7]

The initial concentration of gold in the bulk solution is
given by:

[8]

The mean concentration of adsorbed gold on the carbon
particle is given by:

[9]

Depending on the type of reactor in which the sorption
process takes place a suitable gold balance equation may be
derived. The experiments for this study were all performed in
batch reactors. The gold balance across the batch reactor is
given by:

[10]

with f(Ds) the mass density function of the distribution in
surface diffusivity of the population of activated carbon

particles. Integration of equation [10] subject to the
conditions in equations [7] and [8] yields:

[11]

The distribution of surface diffusivities estimated from
the experimental data could be approximated by a lognormal
density function. A lognormal distribution is a density
function of which the natural logarithm of a variable follows
the normal probability law. The normal density function g(Y)
and the standard normal density function g(z) are given by:

[12]

with Y = ln Ds and µY and σY the mean and deviation and z
the transformed variable given by:

[13]

The normal density function can be transformed to the
lognormal format,  f(Ds) by invoking the following rule:

[14]

The lognormal density function,  f(Ds) is given by:

[15]

with its mean value given by:

[16]

its median value given by:

[17]

and its deviation by:

[18]

To convert this model to non-dimensional form, the
following steps should be adopted. Assign unit value to the
median diffusivity of the lognormal distribution and let ds be
the surface diffusivity characterizing the lognormal distri-
bution around the unit median value of Ds, thus giving 
µY = 0. The following density functions correspond one-to-
one:

[19]

with z the transformed variable in ds for the standard normal
density function given by g(z) in eq. [13]. 
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Define the following non-dimensional variables and
parameters:

[20]

[21]

Use the non-dimensional variables defined by equations
[20] and [21] and convert equations [4] to [11] into non-
dimensional form:

[22]

[23]

[24]

[25]

[26]

[27]

The system of partial differential equations [22] were
solved with the NAG D03PGF Fortran routine which is based
on the method of lines and Gear’s method. The lognormal
distribution in surface diffusivity was divided into 20 equal
mass fractions to yield a system of 20 partial differential
equations, one for each fraction. The IMSL DNORIN routine
was used to obtain the inverse of the standard normal distri-
bution function for the mid-point values, z of each of the 20
mass fractions. The mean concentrations of gold inside each
fraction of the carbon population (equation [25]) were
obtained by fitting a cubic spline function with the IMSL
DSCINT Fortran routine and integrating the resulting function
with the IMSL DCSITG Fortran routine. The final equilibrium
concentration ζ f was calculated by finding the root of the gold
mass balance equation [26] at final equilibrium viz,

[28]

using the IMSL DZBREN Fortran routine. This routine is
based on a combination of linear interpolation, inverse
quadratic interpolation and bisection.

Sensitivity analysis
A sensitivity analysis of the film and surface diffusion model
in its non-dimensional form follows. The effect of the

parameters α, Bis, b and σY on the bulk behaviour for batch
adsorption onto a population of mono-sized spherical
particles with a lognormal distribution in surface diffusivity
were investigated. Figure 1 shows how the bulk behaviour of
batch adsorption is affected by variation of these parameters
at a modified Biot number of 10. Parameter α indicates the
effect of the ratio of solution volume to carbon mass on the
uptake behaviour. At α = 0.1 the bulk concentration in
solution changed little from its initial value to its eventual
equilibrium value (indicated by ζf, the non-dimensional final
concentration in solution) due to the excess of sorbate
initially in the solution. At α = 1 intermediate uptake is
observed while at α = 10 most of the sorbate was adsorbed
due to the limited amount of sorbate initially available. The
modified Biot number Bis indicates the effect of the combined
contributions of film mass transfer and surface diffusion to
the overall rate of sorbent uptake. At modified Biot numbers
of 0.1 and less the process may be approximated by film
mass transfer rate-control. At Bis values of 100 and higher
the process may be approximated by surface diffusion rate-
control. The system is under mixed control at modified Biot
numbers between 0.1 and 100. Similar adsorption behaviour
is obtained at the different deviations in normalised
diffusivity in the initial period of adsorption for the different
values α, Bis and b investigated. However, slower approach
of overall equilibrium occurs as the deviation in the distri-
bution in surface diffusivity increases. This is not evident at
all at values of Bis of 0.1. This is due to film mass transfer
dominating the adsorption behaviour. With increasing Biot
numbers and decreasing α values the slower approach of
equilibrium become more pronounced. At values of α of 10
the slow approach was also not evident, presumably due to
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Figure 1—The change in non-dimensional solution concentration with
time, for the film and surface diffusion model for batch adsorption onto
a population of spherical mono-sized particles with a lognormal 
distribution in surface diffusivity and a modified Biot number of 10
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Concentration profiles of gold inside activated carbon during adsorption

the shortage of adsorbate available. Once it is adsorbed, it is
exchanged between the faster and slower adsorbing particles
with little noticeable accumulation in the bulk solution. If a
wide distribution of surface diffusivity is present in a
population of adsorbent particles deviation from the fixed
surface diffusivity adsorption behaviour with an extended
approach of equilibrium could be expected, especially in
instances where α is less than 10.

Experimental procedure

Material

The experimental work was performed with Norit RB3 and
Norit RO3515 cylindrical activated carbon particles, both
types derived from peat, and ACIX ANK11 granular activated
carbon particles (supplied by NCP ACIX, a division of
Sentrachem Ltd) which is derived from coconut shells. The
diameters of the Norit carbon cylinders were 2.8 mm and 
1.3 mm respectively and their lengths varied between 3 and 
10 mm. The size fraction larger than 2.8 mm of the ACIX
ANK11 carbon was used. Most of these carbon particles were
platelets. Approximately one hundred particles were mounted
to expose their maximum projected area and another one
hundred to expose their minimum projected area. The
projected areas were analyzed with Noran image processing
equipment. The mean projections (and their standard
deviations) were: 4.424 mm (0.701), 3.227 mm (0.401) and
1.883 mm (0.318). The typical total internal surface
determined by the Braun, Emmet and Teller N2 adsorption
method, and the carbon tetrachloride number for the Norit
carbon are 1000 m2/g and 60% respectively, and for the
ACIX ANK11, 1100–1200 m2/g and 62–70% respectively. All
the carbons were prepared for the experimental work by
repeated boiling and washing in distilled water to remove
fines and then stored in distilled water. Distilled water and
analytical grade chemicals were used in all experiments
performed with activated carbon.

Batch adsorption equilibrium and kinetic experiments

The batch equilibrium experiments were performed in 
500 mL and 1 L sealed bottles with contact times varying
between one week and one month. Temperature was
controlled using water baths. Weighed amounts of wet
washed activated carbon were contacted with measured
volumes of solution spiked with gold as KAu(CN)2. The
solutions were used at the dissolved oxygen concentrations
as supplied. The bottles were shaken daily. At the end of an
experiment the solution and carbon were separated and the
carbon carefully collected, dried and weighed.

In the kinetic experiments weighed amounts of wet
washed new activated carbon were contacted with measured
volumes of solution which were spiked with gold as
KAu(CN)2. All the kinetic experiments were conducted in
closed vessels. The solutions were used at their natural
dissolved oxygen concentrations. A set of 2.3 L glass
reaction vessels with 4 baffles were used for the kinetic
experiments. Stirring was performed with a grade 316
stainless steel 4-blade flat paddle in a Heidolph overhead
stirrer at a controlled and recorded rate. The temperature was
controlled at 30°C in thermostatic water baths. Care was

taken to obtain steady solution temperatures before the start
of kinetic experiments. Solution samples of 10 mL were
taken for gold analysis at timed intervals. Solutions were
analyzed for gold by inductively coupled plasma atomic
emission or fire assay of evaporated solution samples, or
flame atomic adsorption spectroscopy (AAS). Most of the
mass balances over the batch experiments were accurate to
within 5 per cent. The final solution volume and dry mass of
carbon (after overnight drying at 120°C) were determined
and recorded.

Measurement of the radial concentration of gold
inside activated carbon particles

An image analysis program together with a scanning electron
microscope (SEM) and an energy dispersive X-ray analysis
system (EDS) was used to quantitatively map the concen-
tration of gold species inside activated carbon particles.
Individual Norit RB3 carbon particles were prepared for use
as standards and analyzed by neutron activation analysis as
described by Vegter (1992) to establish the calibration of the
SEM-EDS technique.

In the kinetic experiments two carbon particles were
removed from the solution at timed intervals and
immediately dried in an oven at 120°C. These particles were
sectioned with a jewellery jigsaw, cemented with carbon
cement onto a button and sanded down to the centre using
new 2000 grit paper. The different methods of drying,
namely: drying in the oven; direct drying under vacuum and;
freezing in liquid nitrogen followed by vacuum drying
showed no noticeable difference in the gold distributions in
the carbon. Sanding was performed in a special holder to
ensure a flat and normal surface for the analytical work. A
Philips 500 SEM with an attached Noran 8502-S/A EDS was
used at an accelerating voltage of 25 kV, 10 times magnifi-
cation and 125 nm spot size. The Noran Micro-imaging
program was used to control the electron beam to analyze the
256 by 256 pixel (sectors) of the image at 1, 1.5 or 3 s
counting time per pixel. At the longer counting times per
pixel the relative contribution of background signals dropped
significantly. At these longer counting times more than 48 h
of microscope time was required per map. The success of
these extended runs depended on the continuous stable and
uninterrupted operation of the microscope. If the operation of
the microscope was interrupted for reasons such as power
failure, power spikes or microscope malfunction the mapping
operation was aborted. Shorter counting times of 1.5 s/pixel
were used to limit the risk of abortive runs. To shorten the
runs further the amount of pixel were reduced by four times
to 128 by 128 pixel. The total X-ray yield per pixel for gold
was converted into a grey scale of 256 shades in the image
analysis program. In this way a map showing the locality and
concentration of gold in the particle was obtained in terms of
levels of greyness. 

The mean grey level (calculated for an area covering
roughly 80 per cent of each of the standards) and the gold
concentration (from NAA) in g/t in the standards were used
to calibrate some of the maps. A linear calibration
relationship was found which is given by:

q = c (I – I0). [29]
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Where q is the gold concentration in the carbon, c the
calibration parameter and I and I0 the grey levels of gold in
the standard and blank carbon particles respectively. Each
map had to be calibrated because it was not possible to
reproduce the analytical conditions in the SEM. Linear
calibration relationships were consistently obtained during
the period of the study. The calibration of the technique as a
whole was studied by analyzing sets of carbon particles of
which the individual or bulk gold concentrations were
known. Four calibrations of the SEM-EDS-micro-imaging
technique were undertaken with Norit RB3 activated carbon.
In three of these calibrations, half sections of Norit RB3
particles were used and the other halves were analyzed for
gold by NAA. In the fourth Norit RB3 carbon was used which
was contacted with a gold solution for fifteen days and the
bulk gold concentration was calculated from the elemental
balance. Figure 2 shows the gold X-ray micrographs of two

of these calibration runs and the four calibration plots. A
number of calibration SEM-EDS analyses were also
performed with bulk analyzed Norit RO3515 carbon particles
and similar results were obtained. Similar dispersions around
the calibration curves were found in the three runs performed
with the Norit RB3 activated carbon which was analysed by
NAA. Since NAA is reputed to give accurate gold assays the
dispersion of results obtained using the SEM-EDS-micro-
imaging technique compared with the calibrations for the
Norit RB3 carbon can be attributed to random experimental
error. The dispersion was slightly higher for the bulk
analyzed carbon, but it is evident from its micrograph that
the gold distributions were not uniform in all the particles. In
addition, the dispersion in the bulk analyzed carbon could be
attributed to not only the experimental error in the SEM-EDS
analytical technique but also to the possible variations in the
adsorption behaviour of the activated carbon. If a significant
distribution in the equilibrium adsorption properties of this
carbon was present it would have resulted in a notably
higher dispersion around the calibration curve. It can be
concluded that with the present analytical technique the
presence of a distribution in the equilibrium adsorption
properties of the carbon could not be demonstrated beyond
reasonable doubt. It is interesting to note that those sections
of carbon particles which were analyzed by NAA exhibited
uniform radial gold distributions after only 7 days adsorption
in contrast to the bulk samples which were in contact with
solution for 15 days.

Estimation of the bulk equilibrium and kinetic
parameters and the distribution in surface
diffusivities

The bulk equilibrium parameters and rate parameters were
estimated as described by Vegter and Sandenbergh (1996).
To obtain the kinetic parameters of individual particles it was
necessary to obtain a quantitative measure of how they
behave in a population of carbon particles. It was assumed
that the population of particles share the same dimensions,
geometry, equilibrium characteristics and film mass transfer
coefficient and differ only with respect to their ability to
transport the gold di-cyanide inside their internal structure.
The variation in observed radial gold distributions at
intermediate times were thus ascribed to variations in the
surface diffusivity and to the contribution of random
analytical error. The film mass transfer coefficient was
estimated from the initial rate data and the equilibrium
constants from multi-particle batch equilibrium data. The
surface diffusivity of a particle was estimated by fitting the
normalised radial gold concentration calculated with the film
and surface diffusion model to normalised measured values
and minimizing the sum of the square of the errors.
Normalisation allowed fitting the ‘shape’ of the model
solution to the ‘shape’ of the measured radial distribution
while limiting the introduction of SEM-EDS analytical/
calibration errors. The object function is given by:

[30]

with the normalised concentration, qexp and qmod given by:
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Figure 2—SEM-EDS X-ray micrographs of Norit RB3 carbon particles,
individually analyzed for gold by NAA (top left) and Norit RB3 carbon
contacted with solution for 15 d with the bulk gold concentration
calculated from the elemental balance (top right) with four calibration
plots (bottom)
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[31]

The grey level values and therefore the transformed
values of qexp obtained from the image analysis program
were averaged values over radial intervals of ∆Χ and had to
be applied as such. The surface diffusivity was estimated by
solving the model equations given by Eq. [4]–[8]. The
relationship between the bulk gold concentration in solution,
and time, (required in Eq. [6]), was in this instance
represented by a cubic spline function fitted to the experi-
mental data with the IMSL DSCINT Fortran routine.

Results and discussion

Concentration profiles inside Norit RB3 activated
carbon

Two batch adsorption experiments were performed with Norit
RB3 activated carbon in 2.1 litres of a 0.2 M KOH solution at
30°C and a stirring rate of 200 rpm. The dynamic behaviour
indicated by these experiments are shown in Figure 3
together with the fitted film and surface diffusion model
using the Freundlich isotherm. The estimated equilibrium
and rate constants are given in Table III and the isotherm is
shown in Figure 4. The model did not fit the pattern of the
overall system equilibrium accurately, probably due to
inaccuracy in the isotherm prediction and/or mass balance.

Carbon particles were removed from these experiments at
timed intervals. The radial distributions of gold were
measured inside these cylindrical carbon particles with the
SEM-EDS technique. The gold X-ray grey level micrograph,
the measured relative radial gold distributions at the timed
intervals and the corresponding model predicted gold concen-
tration profiles are also shown in Figure 3. The gold
penetrated the carbon roughly as predicted by the film and
surface diffusion model. However, close scrutiny of the
relative distributions of gold reveal that the gold penetration
seemed to have progressed further in some of the carbon
particles than in others. For example, adsorption seems to
have progressed further in the particle removed after 8 h than
in the particle removed after 23 h. Furthermore, the two
carbon particles removed after 124 h appear to differ signifi-
cantly in their gold content; in the one gold penetrated
uniformly to the centre but not in the other one. To
investigate these apparent inconsistencies further, the gold
distributions were measured in a number of particles
removed after 5 h and 124 h of batch adsorption respectively.
Figure 5 shows the gold X-ray micrographs and their
corresponding measured relative gold distributions. In all the
carbon particles removed after 5 h some penetration of gold
had taken place; in one a uniform concentration profile was
measured. It appeared that some carbon particles displayed
faster kinetics than others. This was demonstrated more
clearly by the radial gold distributions in the particles
removed after 124 h. Approximately half the particles
displayed fairly uniform gold concentrations, although these
values varied. In the other half of the particles gold had not
yet penetrated to the centre.
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Figure 3—Adsorption of gold di-cyanide onto Norit RB3 activated carbon
from 0.2 M KOH solution with fitted film and surface diffusion model
incorporating the Freundlich isotherm with the model predicted radial gold
distribution (bottom) with its SEM-EDS gold X-ray micrographs (top left) and
corresponding gold distributions through sectioned particles removed at
timed intervals (top right)

SEM-EDS Au grey level micrograph

Table III

Estimated bulk equilibrium and kinetic parameters
for Norit RB3 and RO3515 and ACIX ANK11
activated carbon

Carbon BF b kf Ds Bis
(mg1-b·Lb/kg) (m/s) (m2/s)

Norit RB3 8473 0.379 5.69x10-5 7.92x10-12 13.4
Norit RO3515 7807 0.473 3.50x10-5 7.68x10-11 3.6
ACIX ANK11 10914 0.457 3.69x10-5 8.73x10-12 3.3

Figure 4—Adsorption equilibrium of gold di-cyanide by Norit RB3, Norit
RO3515 and ACIX ANK11 activated carbons from 0.2 M KOH solution at
30°C with their fitted Freundlich isotherms



Concentration profiles inside Norit RO3515 activated
carbon

Two batch adsorption experiments were performed with Norit
RO3515 activated carbon in 2 litres of 0.2 M KOH solution
with an initial gold concentration of 40 mg/L at 30°C and a
stirring rate of 200 rpm. The adsorption equilibrium is shown
in Figure 4. The dynamic behaviour of these experiments are
shown in Figure 6 together with the fitted film and surface
diffusion model using the Freundlich isotherm and the model
predicted concentration profiles. The estimated equilibrium
and rate constants are given in Table III.

Carbon particles were removed from the experiment at
timed intervals. The radial distributions of gold were
measured inside these cylindrical carbon particles with the
SEM-EDS technique. The gold X-ray micrograph and the
measured relative gold distributions for the Norit RO3515
carbon particles are shown in Figure 6. The gold penetrated
the carbon roughly as predicted by the film and surface
diffusion models. The model corresponded with the measured
radial concentration data. Close scrutiny of the grey level
distributions of gold reveal that gold penetration seemed to
have progressed further in some of the carbon particles than
in the others. For example, adsorption seems to have
progressed further in the particle removed after 1 h than in
the particle removed after 3 h. Furthermore, the carbon
particle removed after 48 h appears to have a significantly
lower gold content compared to the particle removed after 
24 h. These observations are similar to those made with
Norit RB3 activated carbon.

A batch adsorption experiment with Norit RO3515 carbon
and a solution with an initial gold concentration of 40 mg/L

was stopped after 3 h and the radial distributions of gold
were measured inside these cylindrical carbon particles by
SEM-EDS micro-analysis and mapping. The gold X-ray
micrograph, its relative intensity plot and the corresponding
radial gold concentration profiles across the particles are
shown in Figure 7. Gold penetrated all the carbon particles,
but apparently to variable depths and concentrations. These
observed variations may be due to: 

➤ the random experimental error in the SEM-EDS
analytical technique

➤ differences in the ability of the carbon particles to
transport the gold di-cyanide inside their
microstructure similar to that observed in the Norit
RB3 carbon particles and

➤ differences in the adsorption equilibrium of the carbon
particles. 

The carbon particles may differ in their chemical
composition, pore size distribution, pore network and the
number and type of adsorption sites available with the
properties determined by its manufacturing process. The
radial gold distributions in particles after 48 h contact are
shown in Figure 7. The radial distributions were reasonably
uniform; in all the particles gold had penetrated to the centre
of the particles. The measured uniform radial concentrations
indicate that the system had arrived at equilibrium, a fact
which is also demonstrated by the measured gold concen-
trations in solutions which had stabilised (Figure 6). 

Concentration profiles of gold inside activated carbon during adsorption
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SEM-EDS Au grey level micrograph

SEM-EDS Au grey level micrograph

Figure 5—SEM-EDS gold X-ray micrographs and their corresponding
gold distributions through sectioned Norit RB3 carbon particles from
the batch adsorption experiments with: Cb0 = 44.2 mg/L, removed after
5 h (top) and Cb0 = 50.5 mg/L, removed after 124 h (bottom)

SEM-EDS Au grey level micrograph
Scan time: 3 s/pixel at

256x256 pixel

Figure 6—Adsorption of gold di-cyanide onto Norit RO3515 activated
carbon from 0.2 M KOH solution with fitted film and surface diffusion
model incorporating the Freundlich isotherm with the model predicted
radial gold distribution (bottom) with its SEM-EDS gold X-ray
micrographs (top left) and corresponding gold distributions through
sectioned particles removed at timed intervals (top right)
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Concentration profiles inside ACIX ANK11 activated
carbon

Similar experiments were performed with ACIX ANK11
activated carbon. The dynamic adsorption behaviour
indicated in these experiments are shown in Figure 8
together with the fitted mathematical models based on film
and surface diffusion using the Freundlich isotherm. The
isotherm is shown in Figure 4 and the estimated equilibrium
and rate parameters are given by Table III. There is
qualitative agreement between the measured radial gold
distributions and the model predicted gold distributions.
Once again intra-particle mass transfer rate-control was
manifested by the gold distributions measured in the carbon
particles. Despite the irregular geometry and dimensions of
this coconut carbon the same adsorption behaviour as in the
cylindrical carbon particles was observed. The gold concen-
tration profiles inside the carbon removed after 315 minutes
and 51.3 h indicate that the coconut carbon particles, apart
from their irregular geometry and dimensions, also exhibited
some variation in the rates with which the gold penetrated
(Figure 9). This distributed uptake behaviour was best
demonstrated in the activated carbon particles after 51.3 h
adsorption.

Distributed properties of populations of activated
carbon particles

In an effort to quantify the observed variation in the
penetration of gold into the carbon particles the following
assumption was made: the population of carbon particles
share the same geometry, dimensions, film mass transfer
rate constant and adsorption equilibrium but vary in their
ability to transport the gold di-cyanide inside their internal
structures. The surface diffusivities were estimated from the
concentration profiles measured inside the carbon particles

▲
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SEM-EDS Au grey level micrograph

Scan time:3s/pixel at 256x256 pixel

Scan time:1.5s/pixel at 256x256 pixel

Figure 7—SEM-EDS gold X-ray micrographs and their corresponding
gold distributions through sectioned Norit RO3515 carbon particles
from the batch adsorption experiments with: Cb0 = 40 mg/L, removed 
after 3 h (top) and removed after 48 h (bottom)

Figure 9—Gold X-ray micrograph and the measured relative distrib-
utions of gold through sectioned ACIX ANK11 activated carbon
particles removed from batch adsorption experiments with Cbo = 40
mg/L after 315 min (top) and 51.3 h (bottom) adsorption respectively

Scanning time: 1.5 s/pixel
at 128x128 pixel

Figure 8—SEM-EDS gold X-ray micrograph (top left) and the measured
relative gold concentrations (top right) through sections of ACIX ANK11
activated carbon particles removed from an adsorption experiment
using gold di-cyanide in 0.2 M KOH solution at 30°C with fitted film and
surface diffusion model (bottom) with its predicted radial gold distrib-
utions inside the carbon (inset, bottom right)

SEM-EDS Au grey level micrograph
scan time: 1.5 s/ pixel at 256x256

pixel



removed after a timed period of adsorption. The distributions
in surface diffusivities of the Norit RB3 and RO3515
activated carbon are shown in Figures 10 and 11 respectively
together with their predicted batch adsorption behaviour. The
estimated diffusivities displayed lognormal distributions with
a range of about a decade for both carbon populations. The
parameters characterizing the distributions are given in Table
IV. The batch adsorption behaviour predictions based on
these distributions indicated a slower uptake and approach of
overall system adsorption equilibrium (Figures 10 and 11)
than the model fit with a single surface diffusivity. The
disagreement between the predictions and the film and single
surface diffusivity model fits may be due to inaccuracy in the
equilibrium prediction and/or element balance errors.
According to the sensitivity analysis a slightly slower
approach of overall equilibrium could be anticipated in the
range of modified Biot numbers of 1 ≤ Bis ≤ 100, values of α
smaller or equal to 1 and deviations (σln Ds) values of around
0.5 (Figure 1). A small to negligible effect of the measured
distributions in surface diffusivity on the approach of
equilibrium is thus anticipated, with α = 0.9 for the Norit
RB3 and α = 1.7 for the Norit RO3515 activated carbons and
the reported σln Ds values (Table IV). The slower approach
becomes more noticeable as the values of σln Ds increase.
From a practical point of view the deviations in the surface
diffusivities of these two carbons are relatively small so that
the dynamic behaviour does not deviate significantly from
that based on a single surface diffusivity. This may explain
why adequate fits of the film and single surface diffusion
model with the batch adsorption data of Norit RB3 and
RO3515 were obtained (Figures 3 and 6).

Application of the film mass transfer with distributed
surface diffusivity in a population of carbon particles
to data reported by Van Deventer (1984, 1986a)

The film and surface diffusion model fitted the experimental
data of two of the coconut carbons used by Van Deventer
(1984, 1986a) less satisfactorily compared to his data for
extruded carbon and an extensive body of experimental data
reported for both coconut and extruded activated carbons in
other studies listed in Table I. The adsorption behaviour in
the latter studies were adequately described by a rate model
consisting of two rate parameters, namely: a film mass
transfer coefficient and a surface diffusivity. This type of
model did not satisfactorily fit the experimental data at
intermediate times, of two of the coconut carbons used by
Van Deventer, in that they approached overall equilibrium
slower than those in the latter studies. Van Deventer
proposed a four-parameter model which adequately described
the adsorption process by two of the activated carbons used
in his investigations. He partitioned the carbon into
macropore and micropore fractions. This is known as the

branched-pore model as first proposed by Ruckenstein et al.
(1971). His model accounted for film mass transfer to the
outer surface of the carbon particle, surface diffusion of the
adsorbed gold species along the macropores and transfer
from the macropores into the micropores. 

Concentration profiles of gold inside activated carbon during adsorption
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Table IV

Parameters characterizing the distribution in
surface diffusivity in the population of Norit RB3
and RO3515 activated carbon particles

Carbon µDs σDs µln Ds σln Ds

Norit RB3 7.76x10-12 4.40x10-12 -25.73 0.538
Norit RO3515 3.58x10-12 2.89x10-12 -26.61 0.708

Figure 11—Distribution in estimated surface diffusivities of gold di-
cyanide inside Norit RO3515 from measured concentration profiles
shown in Figure 7 after 3 h adsorption (top left). Correspondence of the
model and measured radial concentrations (top right). Batch adsorption
onto Norit RO3515 with film and surface diffusion model fit and the
predicted adsorption behaviour based on film mass transfer with the
distributed surface diffusivity (bottom)

Figure 10—Distribution in estimated surface diffusivities of gold di-
cyanide inside Norit RB3 from measured concentration profiles shown
in Figure 5 after 5 h adsorption (top left). Correspondence of the model
and measured radial concentrations (top right). Batch adsorption onto
Norit RB3 with film and surface diffusion model fit and the predicted
adsorption behaviour based on film mass transfer with the distributed
surface diffusivity (bottom)
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No obvious explanation is available for the two different
modes of adsorption behaviour taking into account the
methods of carbon pre-treatment, the effects of dissolved
oxygen, pH and ionic strength applied in the different experi-
mental studies. In a previous paragraph it was demonstrated
that a distribution in surface diffusivity may be present in a
population of carbon particles. In those carbons the distri-
bution was not wide enough to significantly alter its
behaviour from that which could be adequately described by
a model based on film mass transfer and a single surface
diffusivity. A wide distribution in surface diffusivity may
significantly alter the uptake behaviour of the batch of
carbon. In this section this possibility is considered for those
activated carbons for which Van Deventer encountered an
anomalous uptake behaviour which deviated from the film
mass transfer-single surface diffusivity model. It was
assumed that the population of carbon particles shared the
same geometry, size and adsorption isotherm, but displayed
a lognormal distribution in surface diffusivity. Figures 12
and 13 show the model fit and model predictions based on
film mass transfer with a lognormal distribution in surface
diffusivity in the population of carbon particles. The
estimated parameters are given in Table V. Improved model
fits were obtained for both carbons using the model based on
film mass transfer and a lognormal distribution in surface
diffusivity compared to the model based on film mass
transfer and single surface diffusivity. The model fits and
model predictions were similar to those obtained by Van
Deventer with his model. Van Deventer ascribed the observed
kinetic behaviour to a bi-porous internal structure of his

carbons presenting two intra-particle mass transfer
resistances. Here it is speculated that the activated carbon
particles may have possessed a wide distribution in surface
diffusivity. This wide distribution may be the result of the
specific manufacturing conditions employed with the two
batches of carbon used by Van Deventer. The presence of
such a wide distribution in surface diffusivity could be
investigated by measuring the gold uptake of a number of
individual carbon particles.

Conclusions

A SEM-EDS analytical mapping technique was developed to
measure the gold concentration profiles inside activated
carbon particles. The observed gold concentration profiles
inside the activated carbon particles were typical of situations
where an intra-particle mass transfer mechanism is rate-
controlling. Gold di-cyanide penetrated the carbon particles
with a wave-like front until it was uniformly distributed
throughout the particle. The gold concentration profiles
inside the carbon particles predicted by a film and surface
diffusion model corresponded roughly with measured gold
concentration profiles. This behaviour was noted in both
cylindrical carbon particles derived from peat as well as in the
carbon manufactured from coconut shells.

The populations of the various cylindrically shaped
carbon particles shared the same adsorption equilibria but
the individual carbon particles varied in the rate at which
gold di-cyanide was transported inside the carbon particles.
The values in surface diffusivity were characterized by
lognormal distributions. The estimated variances of these
surface diffusivity distributions were sufficiently small so
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Table V

Estimated rate parameters for a adsorption model
based on film mass transfer with a lognormal distri-
bution in surface diffusivity in the population of
carbon particles fitted to the experimental data of
Van Deventer (1985, 1986a), Cbo = 50 mg/L

Reference kf Ds = eµln Ds σIn Ds σ2

(m/s) (m2/s)

Van Deventer (1985) 6.37x10-5 2.83x10-13 3.61 9.0x10-4

Van Deventer (1986a) 5.74x10-5 2.24x10-13 3.84 1.2x10-4

Figure 12—Model fit and predictions of an adsorption model based on
film mass transfer with a lognormal distribution in surface diffusivity
applied to batch adsorption data of Van Deventer (1984) for gold di-
cyanide onto batch B activated carbon

Figure 13— Model fit and predictions of an adsorption model based on
film mass transfer with a lognormal distribution in surface diffusivity
applied to batch adsorption data of Van Deventer (1986a) for gold di-
cyanide onto activated carbon



that the dynamic adsorption behaviour of the carbons used in
the present study did not deviate significantly from that
predicted by a model based on film mass transfer and a
single surface diffusivity. The adsorption behaviour of these
carbons can be adequately described by such a model. On a
qualitative level the population of irregularly shaped carbon
derived from coconuts displayed similar behaviour to that
observed with the cylindrically shaped carbon particles
derived from peat. The irregular geometry of the former
carbon precluded quantitative analysis.

Van Deventer (1984, 1985 and 1986a) obtained dynamic
adsorption behaviour that required four parameters (a film
mass transfer constant, a fraction of macropores, a surface
diffusivity and a rate constant for the transfer from the
macropores to the micropores) to adequately describe the
uptake of gold. In other studies reported in the literature
adequate descriptions were obtained with models with two
parameters (a film mass transfer constant and a surface
diffusivity). It is speculated that the behaviour observed by
Van Deventer with two activated carbons may have been due
to the existence of a wide distribution of values for the
surface diffusivity in these carbons. Model fits and model
predictions similar to those obtained by Van Deventer were
obtained with the model based on film mass transfer with a
lognormal distribution in surface diffusivity. Measurement of
the gold uptake in individual carbon particles is required to
validate this speculation. 
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Nomenclature

b = exponent of the Freundlich isotherm
BF = Freundlich pre-exponential constant
Bis = Modified Biot number for film and surface 

diffusion
c = calibration parameter for intensity maps
C = gold concentration in pore solution (mg·m-3)
Cb = bulk gold concentration in solution (mg·m-3)
CbO = initial bulk gold concentration in solution 

(mg·m-3)

Ceq = equilibrium gold concentration in solution 
(mg·m-3)

ds = surface diffusivity parameter
Ds min = minimum surface diffusivity in population of 

carbon particles
Ds max = maximum surface diffusivity in population of 

carbon particles
Ds = surface diffusivity (m2/s)
f(ds) = lognormal density function in ds
f(Ds) = density function of distribution of surface 

diffusivities
F(Ds) = distribution function of surface diffusitivities

g(Y) = normal density function in Y
g(z) = standard normal density function in z
i = geometric indicator with: 1 = cylindrical and 

2 = spherical particles
I = grey level intensity of gold in carbon
I0 = grey level intensity of gold background in 

blank carbon
Jf = mass flux across the solution film (mg/m2.s)
Js = mass flux in the carbon particle (mg/m2.s)
kf = film mass transfer rate constant (m/s)
K = number of estimated parameters
m = mass of carbon (kg)
n = counter of the number of data points
N = total number of data points
q = gold concentration on the carbon (mg/kg)

= mean gold concentration on the carbon (mg/·kg)
qexp = measured gold concentration on the carbon 

(mg/kg)
qmod = model predicted gold concentration on the carbon 

(mg/kg)
qeq = equilibrium gold concentration on the carbon 

(mg/kg)
Q = non-dimensional concentration on the carbon

= non-dimensional mean concentration on the 
carbon

r = radial position (m)
rs = radius of the carbon particle (m)
t = time(s)
V = solution volume (m3)
X = non-dimensional position
Y = natural logarithm of the surface diffusivity
z = transformed variable given by equation [13]
α = non-dimensional parameter, defined by 

equation [20]
µY = mean of normal distribution in variable Y
ζ = non-dimensional concentration in solution
ζb = non-dimensional bulk concentration in solution
ζf = non-dimensional final equilibrium concentration 

in solution
ρp = particle apparent density of carbon (kg/m3)
σY = deviation in variable Y
στ = square root of the sum of the square of the errors
τs tau = non-dimensional time for film and surface 

diffusion model
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